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Abstract. In this paper, I argue that the difference between indefinite- and definite-declension genitives in Moksha (Uralic) is not in the semantic or referential characteristics of the nominals they mark (as the name suggests), but rather in the syntactic size of the nominals. I show that there is no one-to-one correspondence between the definiteness of a noun phrase and its marking. In particular, indefinite-declension genitives can mark non-specific indefinite as well as specific definite noun phrases. At the same time, indefinite-declension genitives are number-neutral, while definite-declension genitives are specified for number. In contrast to indefinite-declension nominals, definite-declension ones also trigger possessive agreement on the head noun. I analyze indefinite-genitives as NPs and definite-genitives as DPs. Based on what is generally known about DPs, I make several predictions regarding the distribution of the genitives; two definite-declension genitives should be incompatible within one enclosing DP, while there should be no such restriction on the co-occurrence of an indefinite-declension genitive with either another indefinite-declension genitive or a definite-declension genitive. These predictions are borne out, and these new findings enrich the discussion of the ban on the co-occurrence of two DPs which are too close in the structure. More generally, my analysis supports the view that nominals of different structural size can coexist within one language.
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1. Introduction. In this paper, I discuss two types of genitive markers in Moksha (ISO-639-3: mdf, Finno-Ugric, Uralic), -n' and -t'/ -t'n\'n'. Traditional grammars describe them as representing indefinite and definite declensions respectively (Kojalchenkov & Zavodova 1962). While many indefinite noun phrases appear with the indefinite-declension marker, and most definite-declension nominals are definite, this is no more than a tendency, and there is no one-to-one correspondence between the definiteness of a noun phrase and its marking. Instead, what distinguishes nominals marked with the two different genitive suffixes are their syntactic properties. The difference between definite- and indefinite-declension nominals has to do with their structural size. In particular, I analyze phrases in the definite-declension genitive as DPs and phrases in the indefinite declension as nominals of a smaller size. This contrast allows us to make specific predictions about the properties of each type, and to test them using novel Moksha data.1

---
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2. **Background.** This section provides the basics of Moksha nominal morphology and lists my main theoretical assumptions.

2.1. **Basics of Moksha Morphology.** Moksha is a Mordvin language of the Finno-Ugric branch of the Uralic family, spoken in the Republic of Mordovia, Russia. As befits most Finno-Ugric languages, Moksha has rich morphology, and rich nominal morphology in particular. Number, possession, definiteness, and case are expressed with special morphological affixes. In (1), the singular is expressed by a zero marker, while the plural marker is -t. In (2), the word vel′ə ‘village’ combines with a possessive affix which encodes the person and number of the possessor. The contrast in (3) suggests that the suffix shown in (3b) encodes definiteness, and can thus be treated as a suffixal determiner. (See Simonenko 2017 for discussion of suffixal determiners in Finno-Ugric, Turkic and Mongolian.) Finally, noun phrases in different syntactic positions bear different case affixes. The contrast in (4) shows that the same definite singular non-possessed noun phrase bears distinct markers in subject and object position. Note that genitive marks both direct objects and possessors.

(1) **Number**
   a. vel′ə²-Ø  
      village-SG³  
      ‘a village’
   b. vel′ə-t  
      village-PL  
      ‘villages’

(2) **Possession**
   a. vel′ə-z′ə  
      village-1SG.POSS.SG  
      ‘my village’
   b. vel′ə-c′ə  
      village-2SG.POSS.SG  
      ‘your village’

(3) **Definiteness**
   a. vel′ə-Ø  
      village-INDEF.SG  
      ‘a village’
   b. vel′ə-s′  
      village-DEF.SG  
      ‘the village’

(4) **Case**
   a. vel′ə-s¹  
      ocu  
      village-DEF.SG[NOM] big
      ‘The village is big.’
   b. n′e-in’ə  
      see-PST.1SG.S.3SG.O big  
      village-DEF.SG.GEN  
      ‘I saw the big village.’

Despite the general agglutinative nature of Moksha, where one affix is supposed to encode one category (e.g., possession or case, but not both), sometimes a single affix encodes several categories. Consider the contrast between classic agglutination in (5) on the one hand, and example (6) on the other, where number, case and definiteness are expressed by a single morpheme.

---

2 Transcribing my examples, I follow the practical transcription proposed in (Toldova et al. 2018). This transcription is based on IPA, but some symbols are changed for simplification: Moksha š = /ʃ/; šč = /ʃtʃ/; ž = /ʒ/; c = /ts/; ĉ = /tʃ/. Symbol ‘indicates palatalization.

Because one and the same affix can encode several categories, traditional grammars of Moksha describe nominal morphology by organizing it into different declensions: indefinite, definite, and possessive (Koljadenkov & Zavodova 1962). The possessive declension is used to express a relation of possession between the referent of the noun and that of the dependent noun phrase, as in (7). A more detailed discussion of this declension is beyond the scope of this paper.

(7)  ava-t' sumka-c  
woman-DEF.SG.GEN  bag-3SG.POSS.SG  
‘the woman’s bag’

Here, I focus on the two other declensions, definite and indefinite. In section 3, I will show that these names do not reflect the properties of the respective declensions. First, the two declensions differ with respect to number encoding; number cannot be expressed in the definite declension. Second, only definite-declension noun phrases trigger possessive agreement on the head noun.

2.2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND. I assume a hierarchical organization of the noun phrase, where functional projections responsible for number and referential properties of the noun phrase are located above the lexical noun (e.g., Abney 1987; Szabolcsi 1983; Alexiadou et al. 2007). Figure 1 illustrates this structure.

Figure 1. The structure of the noun phrase the two tables/my two tables⁴

For the present discussion, it is crucial that not all noun phrases have to be of full size (DP). Some of them may be no bigger than NumP or even NP (henceforth “small nominals”;

⁴ Some researchers do not distinguish PossP as a separate projection and assume that all relevant features are situated in D. The analysis here is compatible with either view.
Turning to case, I depart from the assumption that case is obligatorily assigned under agreement (Chomsky 2000). Instead, I adopt the configurational theory of case (Marantz 1991). The basic idea is that there are four types of case: (i) lexical (assigned by a functional head with relation to a theta-role); (ii) dependent (assigned to one of two DPs that stand in an asymmetric c-command relation); (iii) unmarked (assigned to any DP that has not received case by (i)-(ii)), and (iv) default, which I leave aside here. The cases are assigned in a strict order beginning with (i). Setting aside the discussion of assignment of lexical and dependent case, let me focus on the assignment of unmarked case, primarily with respect to nominal dependents marked with genitive. Following Marantz (1991: 14), I assume that genitive is the realization of unmarked case in the nominal domain.

Although I argue that case assignment in Moksha is independent of agreement, I otherwise adopt the general probe-goal architecture of agreement (Chomsky 2000). A functional head has unvalued features and serves as a probe looking for a goal with matching features. Agreement probing is downward (specifically, within the c-command domain of the probe), and agreement happens with the structurally closest element that satisfies the probe’s requirements. Crucially for my analysis, in order for the goal to be visible to the probe, the nominal projection must be of sufficient structural size to host the relevant features. If some of the layers are absent, the nominal does not qualify as a goal for the probe, is rendered invisible to the probe, and does not trigger agreement.

3. Syntactic properties of Moksha genitives. In this section, I show that there is no one-to-one correspondence between the definiteness of a noun phrase and its marking (declension), and thus the names of the relevant declensions are in some sense misleading. Since interpretation does not provide a reliable clue for the difference between the declensions, I examine the syntactic properties of nominals marked with each type of genitive.

3.1. DEFINITE INDEFINITES AND INDEFINITE DEFINITES. Table 1 shows a small part of the Moksha nominal paradigm. According to traditional grammars, Moksha has as many as 15 cases (Evsevjev 1963; Koljadenkov & Zavodova 1962; Feoktistov 1975; Plakšina 2002). I omit a large number of locative cases and other lexical cases which exist only in the indefinite declension (and I do not discuss their status vis à vis the case/adposition or case/derivative affix distinction). Here the focus is on the genitive, which exists in both indefinite and definite declensions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Indefinite declension</th>
<th>Definite declension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominative Ø</td>
<td>-t'/-t'-s'</td>
<td>-(t')n'ə</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Genitive | -ən' | -t' | -(t')n'ə-n'
| Dative | -ən'd'i | -t'i | -(t')n'ə-n'd'i |
| Ablative | -dəa/-tə/-d'ə/-t'ə | -sə |

Table 1. A fragment of the Moksha case paradigm (adapted from Kholodilova 2018)

As already mentioned, genitive encodes possessors and direct objects; it can also mark complements of postpositions. Therefore, one might expect indefinite possessors, direct objects and complements of postpositions to appear in the indefinite genitive, and definite possessors, direct
objects and complements of postpositions to be marked with the definite genitive. However, the actual distribution of the relevant markers on possessors and direct objects does not meet this expectation.

Moksha has differential object marking (DOM), with objects contrasting in definiteness (Toldova 2017, 2018), cf. (8) and (9). However, indefinite objects appear in the nominative, not the genitive.

(8)  ava-z'ə-n'  sumka-s  mon  put-in'ə
    mother-1SG.POSS.SG-GEN  bag-ILL  I  put-PST.3.SG.O.1SG
    mar'-t'
    apple-DEF.SG.GEN
    ‘I put the apple into my mother’s bag.’

(9)  ava-z'ə-n'  sumka-s  mon  put-ən'  mar' /
    mother-1SG.POSS.SG-GEN  bag-ILL  I  put-PST.1SG  apple[NOM]
    *mar'-ən'
    apple-GEN
    ‘I put an apple into my mother’s bag.’

Thus, indefinite genitive cannot mark indefinite direct objects within the clausal domain.

Genitive is the case of possessors as well, or speaking more broadly, the case of adnominal dependents. We might expect to find indefinite possessors marked with indefinite genitive and definite possessors marked with indefinite genitive. However, the distribution of declension types is more complicated. Unmodified nominals marked with indefinite-declension genitive are never interpreted as specific; therefore, they cannot mark specific possessors, but rather, they encode generic possessors denoting a property. In (10), the possessor avan’ cannot denote a specific woman who is the owner of the bag. The only way to interpret avan’ is that as denoting the property of being made for women.

(10)  ava-n'  sumka-s'  pra-s'
      woman-GEN  bag-DEF.SG  fall-PST.3SG
      ‘The/A bag for women has fallen’.
      *‘A woman’s bag has fallen.’

For the possessor to have a specific interpretation, some modification is needed. For example, if an indefinite pronoun modifies the possessor phrase, this phrase can be interpreted as specific. Unlike (10), the modified possessor in (11) can denote a specific woman:

(11)  kodama  bad'ə  ava-n'  sumka-s'  pra-s'
      which  INDEF  woman-GEN  bag-DEF.SG  fall-PST.3SG
      ‘A woman’s bag has fallen.’
      ‘One of the bags for women has fallen.’

However, even a non-specific possessor can appear in the definite-declension form. In (12), a free-choice indefinite pronoun modifies the possessor phrase, and the possessor is interpreted as non-specific. Yet the marking on the nominal is definite:

---

5 Although I will argue against the view that -n’ is an instance of the genitive case, in the examples below, I am glossing it as GEN, adopting the glossing conventions used in (Toldova et al. 2018).
maybe there will be a dress of some girl.'

On the other hand, some definite nominal dependents cannot be marked with the definite-declension genitive. Although the noun phrase *t'ɛ kizə- ‘this year’ in (13) is interpreted as definite, the sentence is ungrammatical when this noun phrase appears in the definite-declension genitive form. Note that the problem is not semantic; indefinite-declension marking makes the sentence felicitous (14).

(13) *s'in' mora-z' kancercə kodamə bəd'ə [t'ɛ they sing-PST.3.O.3PL.S concert.IN which INDEF this kizə-t'] morə-na year-DEF.SG.GEN song-3SG.POSS.SG.GEN
Int.: ‘At the concert they sang a song associated with this year.’ (Pleshak & Kholodilova 2018: 282)

(14) s'in' mora-s'-t' kancercə kodamə bəd'ə [t'ɛ kizə-n'] morə they sing-PST.3-PL concert.IN which INDEF this year-GEN song ‘At the concert they sang a song associated with this year.’

(Pleshak & Kholodilova 2018: 282)

So far, I have shown that the referential status of the noun phrase does not determine its marking. In particular, specificity and definiteness do not guarantee that the respective noun will appear in the definite declension. An indefinite-declension genitive can appear even with specific definite possessors:

(15) [t'ɛ ava-n'] sumka-s' pra-s' this woman-GEN bag-DEF.SG[NOM] fall-PST.3SG ‘This woman’s bag has fallen.’

These data suggest that a semantic account of the difference between the indefinite-declension genitive and the definite-declension genitive in the singular or plural would be on the wrong track.

3.2. MORPHOSYNTAX OF NOMINALS MARKED WITH THE TWO DECLENSION TYPES. Nominals in the definite declension differ from indefinite-declension nominals in two crucial respects: number distinctions and possessive agreement with the head noun.

Starting with the number distinctions, definite-declension genitives have two separate forms, singular (16a), and plural (16b).

(16) a. vel'ə-t' village-DEF.SG.GEN ‘of the village’
   b. vel'ə-t-n'ə-n' village-DEF.PL-GEN ‘of the villages’

In the indefinite declension, one and the same form is amenable to both singular and plural interpretation:

(17) t'ɛ ras't'en'iə-n' kor'et'-t'-n'ə ašč-ij-t' mon' this plant-GEN root-PL-DEF.PL[NOM] be.situated-NPST.3-PL I.GEN škatulka-sə-n box-IN-POSS.1SG ‘The roots of this plant / of these plants are in my box.’
The absence of number distinction can be accounted for in two different ways. On the one hand, -n’ forms can be viewed as ambiguous between the singular and plural, in which case the number feature is present and valued as [SG] or [PL], but the morphological marker is the same for both resulting in the syncretism of singular and plural genitive forms. Alternatively, indefinite-declension-genitive forms can be analyzed as lacking the number feature entirely. I will return to the discussion of the two possible accounts at the end of this section.

Now consider the contrast in (18)-(19), which shows that only definite-declension genitives can trigger possessive agreement.

(18)  
\[
\text{t’e raš’t’en’iże-t’ kor’en’-əc / *kor’ən’-c’} \\
\text{this plant-DEF.SG.GEN root-3SG.POSS.SG[NOM] root-DEF.SG[NOM]} \\
\text{ašč-i škatulka-sə-n} \\
\text{be.situated-NPST.3SG box-IN-POSS.1SG} \\
\text{‘The root of this plant in my box.’}
\]

(19)  
\[
\text{t’e raš’t’en’iże-n’ kor’en’-c’ / *kor’ən’-əc} \\
\text{this plant-GEN root-DEF.SG[NOM] root-3SG.POSS.SG[NOM]} \\
\text{ašč-I škatulka-sə-n} \\
\text{be.situated-NPST.3SG box-IN-POSS.1SG} \\
\text{‘The root of this plant is in my box.’}
\]

Following Chomsky’s (2000) probe-goal architecture of agreement, I model agreement in possessive phrases as follows: the Poss head looks for some element with the features of person and number. When it reaches a DP in the domain of its search, it copies the features from that DP; this is what happens in (18).

Before I proceed with the analysis, I would like to return to the question whether the absence of overt number marking in the indefinite-declension genitive is simply an accident of morphology or whether it reflects the underlying syntactic structure.

As I mentioned above, one of the options is to account for the absence of overt number marking in a purely morphological analysis. On this approach, the nominal is always a DP with a valued number feature and a genitive case feature. Such a situation is by no means exotic. Consider example (20) from English, where the subject DPs in (20a) and (20b) have number features and trigger agreement on the predicate, but the surface form happens to be the same.

(20)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{English} \\
\text{a. The sheep is grazing.} \\
\text{b. The sheep are grazing.}
\end{align*}
\]

Number syncretism in the Moksha indefinite declension could be captured by the framework of Distributed Morphology (DM; Halle & Marantz 1993, a.o.), where certain features do not get lexicalized due to Underspecification or Impoverishment. Underspecification would mean that lexical items available in the vocabulary are not specified for number. Therefore, a node with any number features would be lexicalized with the same vocabulary item (-n’). Impoverishment, on the other hand, would (post-syntactically) delete number features in presence of some other feature. Without going further into details, I assume that this purely morphological syncretism is possible to model given the tools of the DM framework. The only concern here is that the DPs that will receive different marking must have different features. It is unclear which feature would allow for the insertion of more specified definite-declension markers or which feature would trigger Impoverishment. As the data show, neither specificity nor definiteness would work here, so the responsible feature has to be stipulative.
The problem of the “ghost feature” stipulated in the morphological account also affects the explanation of the agreement pattern. Agreement is a syntactic operation as proposed by Chomsky (2000). As also observed by Preminger (2014), even if agreement seems to track morphological case (as first noticed by Bobaljik 2008), it still must operate in narrow syntax. Even in a most “superficial” account, in which following Bobaljik, we assume that agreement is a post-syntactic operation sensitive to feature bundles on the nodes lexicalized by morphemes, we still need to refer to some feature that is present in one genitive morpheme and absent in the other. Moreover, as I show in section 4.2., in some instances, the genitive -n’ appears on nominals that do trigger agreement. If the agreement probe looks for a feature bundle that is not lexicalized as -n’, then it is unclear why in some cases it still sees a feature bundle that is lexicalized as -n’.

Therefore, an attempt to maintain a uniform syntactic structure and establish a purely morphological explanation of the facts runs into problems with adding stipulative features and needing to account for the inconsistencies in agreement. If we depart from the assumption that the nominals are uniformly DPs and accept the idea that they can be of different structural size, the agreement pattern and different lexicalization of the morphemes naturally follow. I turn to the syntactic account in the next section.

4. Analysis and its predictions. As I have shown so far, the referential characteristics of a noun phrase do not determine its marking. Specificity and definiteness do not necessarily entail definite-declension marking. Furthermore, in contrast to their definite-declension counterparts, indefinite-declension genitives fail to express number or trigger possessive agreement.

I argue that these contrasts reflect a difference in the underlying structure of definite- and indefinite-declension genitives. A full DP has the structure represented in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. A full DP structure](image)

The genitive marking found with definite-declension nominals expones the features on the higher, functional nodes: number, [D], and Case, cf. -t’ for singular genitive DPs, and -t’n’on’ for plural genitive DPs.

The small nominals discussed here lack the NumP and DP layers (i.e., they are NPs). The reason why number is not distinguished in the indefinite declension is that indefinite-declension phrases lack the NumP layer, which would bear that feature. The absence of DP in the functional structure also explains the absence of possessive agreement. In (19), the probe encounters the NP ras’t’en’iže-n’, which lacks the DP layer and does not have [D] features; the probe does not see this NP, and no agreement is possible.

My analysis predicts that indefinite-declension genitives should not be expected to demonstrate properties that would be characteristic for DPs. Assuming that -n’-marked nominals are not DPs, whereas nominals marked with -t’/-t’n’on’ are DPs, we can make further predictions about their distribution. These predictions are based on two theory-internal considerations which I will elaborate on in sections 4.1 and 4.2. First, there is a restriction against two DPs co-occurring in...
“close quarters” (Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 2001; Richards 2006). Second, it is unclear how one and the same (genitive) case is assigned to two DPs within one domain within the configurational theory of case adopted here. Based on these considerations, we can make a prediction that noun phrases with two nominal dependents marked with -t’-t’n’ən’ must be ungrammatical. On the other hand, noun phrases where at least one of the nominals is marked with -n’ are expected to be grammatical. Likewise, two -n’-marked nominals should be possible within one noun phrase, because they are not DPs and are not subject to the constraints just mentioned. Let us now discuss these predictions in more detail.

4.1. The ban on two DPs. In their discussion of VP structures, Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (2001) observe that when two DP arguments originate within a VP, one of them must move. This can be seen from the transitivity restriction in English Quotative Inversion, (21). The placement of the quantifier all shows that under inversion, the subject is in situ (21b), as only in situ subjects can appear to the right of floating quantifiers (Sportiche 1988). Furthermore, this subject cannot be moved and placed to the left of the quantifier, (21c). On the other hand, in absence of inversion, the subject moves and appears to the left of the quantifier, (21a).

(21)  English (Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 2001: 197)
   a. “We must do this again,” the guests all declared to Tony.
   b. “We must do this again,” declared all the guests to Tony.
   c. **“We must do this again,” declared the guests all to Tony.

Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou use these data to motivate a generalization whereby “by Spell-Out VP can contain no more than one argument with an unchecked Case feature” (ibid: 216). Richards (2006) discusses the same phenomenon arguing that this restriction is due to linearization constraints, not case checking. No matter what the reason for this constraint is, we do not expect to see two DPs very close to each other, structurally speaking.

The prediction is therefore clear; we do not expect two nominals in the definite-declension genitive (two DPs) within one enclosing noun phrase. At the same time, there should be no restrictions on the co-occurrence of a nominal marked with a definite genitive and a nominal marked with an indefinite genitive. Nor do we expect any restrictions on two indefinite-declension nominals. These predictions are borne out. In (22), we see that two t’-marked noun phrases are incompatible. Meanwhile, n’-marked noun phrases can co-occur within the same noun phrase, (23) and (24).

(22)  * t’e c’ora-t’ mašina-t’ šari-sa(-nəzə) var’e-n’e.
     this boy-DEF.SG.GEN car-DEF.SG.GEN wheel-IN-POSSESS.3SG hole-DIM[NOM]
     Int.: ‘There is a hole in [this boy’s Possessor wheelPossessum of the carPossessor].’

(23)  t’e ras’t’en’ije-n’s’ kor’e-n’e.
     that girl-DIM-GEN this plant-GEN root-DEF.SG[NOM]
     ‘the rootPossessum of this plantPossessum that belongs to that girlPossessor’

(24)  t’e c’ora-t’ mašina-n’ šari-s’ urdaz-u.
     this boy-DEF.SG.GEN car-GEN wheel-DEF.SG[NOM] dirt-ATTR
     ‘[This boy’s Possessor wheelPossessum of the carPossessor] is dirty.’

---

6 In their analysis, case is assigned under agreement, which is different from what is assumed in this paper. However, the gist of the argument does not change with the change of case-licensing model.

7 In both cited works closeness is understood in terms of phase boundaries. There should be at least one phase boundary between the two DPs.
Example (23) raises an interesting question for Richards’s (2006) theory. The main point of his explanation is that the constraint operates during the linearization process, and what matters is similarity / distinctness of the objects that must be linearized within a phase. In this respect, two NPs should not be different from two DPs, yet we see the contrast between ungrammatical (22) and grammatical (23). If Richards is right, then we must say that the two NPs appear in different phases, e.g. the higher NP is on the phase edge. The same configuration must be ruled out, however, with two DPs, presumably because they both raise to the higher phase. Otherwise, the ban on co-occurrence of two DPs must operate in narrow syntax and be related to case. I leave the resolution of this issue for future research. What is important at this juncture is that the co-occurrence possibilities of indefinite- and definite-declension genitives are different.

4.2. DPS AS CASE COMPETITORS. I assume that case is assigned configurationally, which means that when two DPs occur within enclosing domain, at most one of them can receive unmarked case. There is no dependent case assignment within the nominal domain (at least in Moksha). Either of the two adnominal dependent marking strategies works in a context with only one adnominal dependent. Given what I showed in the previous subsection, the conflict never arises: two DPs cannot co-occur within the nominal domain, in the first place. But that begs the question as to why small nominals (NPs) that do not need case are marked with genitive. The marking of small nominals for case is problematic because it is unclear where in their structure, the case feature could be placed.

I argue that the marker -n’, which is traditionally called the genitive of the indefinite declension, is not a case marker at all, but rather the exponence of caseless NPs. Caseless NPs do not participate in case competition and can co-occur in the same domain, as shown in (24) above.

While the DP-NP distinction solves the problem of two genitives, it does not account for all the instances of the marker -n’ in Moksha. In particular, there are four contexts in which -n’ appears on DPs: (i) as part of the plural genitive marker -t’n’ən’ (25); (ii) as part of possessive genitives (26); (iii) genitive marking personal names (27); and (iv) genitive marking pronouns (28). The morphosyntactic properties of -n’-marked forms in (i)-(iv) are DP properties. In (25), the definite-declension genitive is unambiguously plural due to the definite plural marker -t’n’ə, which precedes -n’; in addition to that, there is possessive agreement on the head noun ‘house’. A very similar pattern is observed in (26), where the possessive marker -z’ə preceding -n’ indicates that the noun phrase is unambiguously singular, encoding not only the φ-features of the possessor (1SG) but also the number of possessum (SG). Again, we see possessive agreement on the head noun ‘armchair’. Likewise, the lack of ambiguity and possessive agreement on the head are observed in (27) and (28).

(25) kolmə brat-t’n’ə-n’ kuncə ašč-i
three brother-DEF.PL-GEN house.3PL.POSS[NOM] be.situated-NPST.3SG
l’ej-t’ tona ber’eₚ‑sə
river-DEF.SG.GEN that bank-IN
‘The house of the three brothers is on that side of the river.’

(26) son oza-də ał’ɛ-z’ə-n’ l’ɛpə kr’esə-sə-nzə
he sit-CONV.POS father-1SG.POSS.SG-GEN soft armchair-IN-3SG.POSS
‘He is sitting in my father’s soft armchair’.

(27) pet’e-n’ kuc’uv-ač / *kuc’u-s’
Peter-GEN spoon-3SG.POSS.SG[NOM] spoon-DEF.SG[NOM]
ašč-i morkš lank-sə
be.situated-NPST.3SG table on-IN
‘Peter’s spoon is on the table.’
Conclusions

Moksha does not something marginal or unusual. For example, small nominals are used to avoid two co-occurring DPs in those syntactic (or linear) configurations where such co-occurrence is banned. Moksha allows us to formulate further questions related to the nature of this ban. If the linearization-related ban on the occurrence of \(<a, a>\) structures, formulated by Richards, is correct, then

5. Conclusions and theoretical implications. In this paper I examined the marking of Moksha genitives and showed that their traditional characterization as definite or indefinite is misleading. The choice of an indefinite- or definite-declension form does not depend on referential characteristics of the noun phrase. Some definite noun phrases cannot be marked by a definite-declension genitive. At the same time, specific definite noun phrases can appear in the indefinite declension.

I argue that instead of placing the difference between the declensions in semantics, we need to examine the syntactic properties of the relevant noun phrases. What we see is that noun phrases with different marking have different syntactic properties. Indefinite-declension genitives show number neutrality, while definite-declension genitives are specified for number. In contrast to the former, the latter also trigger possessive agreement on the head noun. The difference is easily explained if indefinite-declension forms are small nominals that lack NumP and DP, where number and agreeing features are located. Definite-declension forms are DPs and include a NumP, so they are specified for number and are visible to the agreement probe. Therefore, morphology reflects the underlying syntactic structure, and the marking depends on the structural size of the nominal.

The analysis of indefinite-declension genitives as NPs that lack the NumP layer makes clear semantic predictions. If the number feature is absent in their structure, they must be interpreted as generic or vague with respect to number. If indefinite-declension genitives are DPs and are syncretic only at the surface level, they must be interpreted as ambiguous. Finding out what wins, vagueness or ambiguity, is a question for future research.

If my analysis is on the right track, Moksha provides an example of a language where nominals of different structural size can coexist. Moreover, this structural difference is encoded in overt morphology, unlike Russian, where Pereltsvaig (2006) has argued that small nominals and full DPs coexist but have the same morphological marking.

The Moksha data discussed here suggest that structural reduction in the nominal domain is not something marginal or unusual. For example, small nominals are used to avoid two co-occurring DPs in those syntactic (or linear) configurations where such co-occurrence is banned. Moksha allows us to formulate further questions related to the nature of this ban. If the linearization-related ban on the occurrence of \(<a, a>\) structures, formulated by Richards, is correct, then

(28) \(t'e\-n'\) ečka ronk-so-nza piza
this-GEN thick trunk-IN-POSS.3SG hollow
‘There is a hollow in its [the tree’s] thick trunk.’
why is it only <DP, DP> sequences that are ruled out by the grammar, and not <NP, NP>? The latter seems to be grammatical in Moksha, based on the data shown above.

We do not know enough to state decisively that all languages allow small nominals. Moreover, the distribution of small nominals does not seem to be restricted to the position of nominal dependents (Pereltsvaig 2006; Lyutikova & Pereltsvaig 2015). Determining all possible structural positions where small nominals can occur, as well as language-specific restrictions on such small nominals, could shed light on the internal hierarchical structure of the noun phrase and on subcategorization principles.
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